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WHOLE SPICES

PHINIX INTERNATIONAL INTRODUCES WHOLE
SPICES FOR YOU
Allspice tastes like a combination of cinnamon, nutmeg and cloves, which is
why it is named “allspice”. This spice is used in both savoury and sweet
cooking. It adds a distinct flavour to baked goods like spiced cakes or
pumpkin desserts. It's also used in pickling and is the main ingredient of
jerk seasoning
Spices indigenous to India (such as cardamom and turmeric) were cultivated as
early as the 8th century BC in the gardens of Babylon (2). ... Spices such as
cardamom, ginger, black pepper, cumin, and mustard seed were included in
ancient herbal medicines for different types of health benefits

PHINIX INTERNATIONAL BRINGS TO YOU TOP MOST
WHOLE SPICES
CUMIN SEEDS

BLACK PEPPER

BAY LEAVES

CORIANDER SEEDS

WHITE PEPPER

SENNA LEAVES

BLACK CUMIN

CINNAMON

DRY CHILLIES

DRY GINGER

CLOVES
RAW TURMERIC
CAROM SEEDS

CUMIN SEEDS
Cumin (Cuminum cyminum). Cumin, or comino, seeds are actually dried fruits. They
are thin, yellowish brown, elongated ovals about 0.25 inch (6 mm) long with five
prominent longitudinal dorsal ridges interspersed with less-distinctive secondary ridges
forming a tiny, grid like pattern

AVAILABLE VARIETY
EUROPE QUALITY
SINGAPORE QUALITY
GRINDING QUALITY

Pack size - 25kg/50kg/15kg

CORIANDER SEEDS
The word "coriander" in food preparation may refer solely to these seeds (as a spice), rather
than to the plant. The seeds have a lemony citrus flavour when crushed, due to terpenes linalool
and pinene. It is described as warm, nutty, spicy, and orange-flavoured.

AVAILABLE VARIETY
Coriander seeds scooter quality
Coriander single Parrot
Coriander Double Parrot
Russian/Bulgarian Coriander
PACK SIZE: 25/20KG/50KG/15KG

CHILLIES
Dry red chili is a condiment that adds pungency and color to the food. It has some
medicinal and homeopathic properties. We offer a uniform shape and size of red
chillies. It is mostly used to temper dishes.
AVAILABLE VARIETY
TEJA S-17-STEMLESS
TEJA S-17-WITH STEM
S-4 SANAM CHILLI
KASHMIRI CHILLI
PACK SIZE-10KG,25KG,50KG

BLACK CUMIN
Also known as black cumin, nigella or by its scientific name Nigella sativa, kalonji
belongs to the buttercup family of flowering plants. It grows up to 12 inches (30 cm) tall
and produces a fruit with seeds that are used as a flavorful spice in many cuisines.

Black Cumin/(KALONJI)
PACK SIZE: 25KG/15KG/10KG

CLOVES
Cloves are the aromatic flower buds of a tree in the family Myrtaceae, Syzygium aromaticum. They
are native to the Maluku Islands in Indonesia, and are commonly used as a spice. Cloves are
available throughout the year owing to different harvest seasons in different countries.
AVAILABLE VARIETY

Indonesian lal pari

Zanzibar

Indonesian lal pari

Pack Size-10kg carton,25kg pp bag

Madagascar

CARDAMOM GREEN
Cardamom, sometimes cardamon or cardamom, is a spice made from
the seeds of several plants in the genera Elettaria and Amomum in the
family Zingiberaceae.
AVAILABLE VARIETY
5MM-8MM GOP,YOP

Pack size:10 kg cartons

TURMERIC FINGER
Turmeric (pronounced is a flowering plant, Curcuma longa of the ginger family, Zingiberaceae, the

roots of which are used in cooking.[3] The plant is a perennial, rhizomatous, herbaceous plant native
to the Indian subcontinent and Southeast Asia, that requires temperatures between 20 and 30 °C
(68 and 86 °F) and a considerable amount of annual rainfall to thrive.

AVAILABLE VARIETY

Nizamuddin

Erode
Salem
Nizamuddin
Polished
Unpolished

PACK SIZE-Jute Bag 25kg

Salem

DRY GINGER
Dried ginger is nothing but fresh ginger, which has undergone a drying process. ...
When this dried ginger is powdered in a mixer, we get dried ginger powder. It is a fine
off-whitish powder, which has a strong aroma and slightly pungent flavour.
PACK SIZE-25KG JUTE BAG

CAROM SEEDS
Ajwain (pronounced uj-wine) is a seed-like fruit often used in Indian cooking as part of a
spice mixture. It looks similar to fennel and cumin seeds and is highly fragrant, smelling like
thyme. Its taste, however, is more like oregano and anise due to the bitter notes and strong
flavor. Because of its pungency, a little goes a long way. Grown in India and Iran, ajwain, also
known as carom seeds
PACK SIZE-25KG PP BAG

BLACK AND WHITE PEPPER
The difference lies in processing. While black pepper contains the outer layer, this
layer is removed in case of white pepper. However, they are used in different cuisines
due to the difference in their hotness. White pepper is hotter than black pepper and is
commonly used in French cuisines
PACK SIZE-25KG PAPER BAG

CINNAMON
Cinnamon is a spice obtained from the inner bark of several tree species from the genus
Cinnamomum. Cinnamon is used mainly as an aromatic condiment and flavouring
additive in a wide variety of cuisines, sweet and savoury dishes, breakfast cereals,
snackfoods, tea and traditional foods.
PACK SIZE-10KG BOX

SENNA LEAVES
Senna Leaf is commonly known as senna or Alexandrian senna, and its scientific name is Cassia
angustifolia. Senna has been used since the 9th century by Arabian physicians as a laxative and
has been known as the "cleansing herb." "Only the leaves and the pods of the herb are
therapeutically useful
PACK SIZE-25KG PP BAG

BAY LEAVES
Bay laurel (Laurus nobilis, Lauraceae). Fresh or dried bay leaves are used in cooking for their
distinctive flavour and fragrance. The leaves should be removed from the cooked food before
eating (see safety section below). The leaves are often used to flavour soups, stews, braises
and pâtés in many countries. The fresh leaves are very mild and do not develop their full
flavour until several weeks after picking and drying.
PACK SIZE : 25KG PP BAG

LIST OF OTHER AGRI PRODUCTS
We also have other Agri Commodities as below
Groundeds Spices
Variety of Rice
Pulses
Lentils
Dehydrated Products
Please let us know if any requirement we shall send you proﬁle for other
requirement mentioned above.
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Thanks For Giving Your Valuable Time

